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AbstratHeavy objets like the W , Z and t are short-lived ompared with typialhadronization times. When pairs of suh partiles are produed, the sub-sequent hadroni deay systems may therefore beome interonneted. Westudy suh potential e�ets at Linear Collider energies.
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The widths of the W , Z and t are all of the order of 2 GeV. A Standard ModelHiggs with a mass above 200 GeV, as well as many supersymmetri and other Beyondthe Standard Model partiles would also have widths in the (multi-)GeV range. Not farfrom threshold, the typial deay times � = 1=� � 0:1 fm � �had � 1 fm. Thus hadronideay systems overlap, between pairs of resonanes (W+W�, Z0Z0, t�t, Z0H0, . . . ), sothat the �nal state may not be just the sum of two independent deays. We would like toemphasize that there is no doubt whether a ross-talk between the two unstable objetsexists or not | this being a property of quantum theory it is ertainly there even inthe QED ontext. The only question onerns its \intensity". Pragmatially, one maydistinguish three main eras for suh interonnetion:1. Perturbative: this is suppressed for gluon energies ! > � by propagator/timesalee�ets; thus only soft gluons may ontribute appreiably.2. Nonperturbative in the hadroformation proess: normally modelled by a olourrearrangement between the partons produed in the two resonane deays and inthe subsequent parton showers.3. Nonperturbative in the purely hadroni phase: best exempli�ed by Bose{Einsteine�ets.The above topis are deeply related to the unsolved problems of strong interations:on�nement dynamis, 1=N2C e�ets, quantum mehanial interferenes, et. Thus theyo�er an opportunity to study the dynamis of unstable partiles, and new ways to probeon�nement dynamis in spae and time [1, 2℄, but they also risk to limit or even spoilpreision measurements [2℄.So far, studies have mainly been performed in the ontext of W mass measurementsat LEP2. Perturbative e�ets are not likely to give any signi�ant ontribution to thesystemati error, hÆmW i <� 5 MeV [2℄. Colour rearrangement is not understood from �rstpriniples, but many models have been proposed to model e�ets [2, 3, 4℄, and a onser-vative estimate gives hÆmW i <� 40 MeV. For Bose{Einstein again there is a wide spreadin models, and an even wider one in results, with about the same potential systematierror as above [5, 6, 4℄. The total QCD interonnetion error is thus below m� in absoluteterms and 0.1% in relative ones, a small number that beomes of interest only beausewe aim for high auray.More ould be said if some experimental evidene existed, but a problem is that alsoother manifestations of the interonnetion phenomena are likely to be small in magnitude.For instane, near threshold it is expeted that olour rearrangement will deplete the rateof low-momentum partile prodution [7℄, Fig. 1. Even with full LEP2 statistis, we areonly speaking of a few sigma e�ets, however. Bose-Einstein appear more promising todiagnose, but so far experimental results are ontraditory [8℄.One area where a linear ollider ould ontribute would be by allowing a muh in-reased statistis in the LEP2 energy region. A 100 fb�1 W+W� threshold san withlongitudinally polarized eletrons and positrons would give a � 6 MeV auray on theW mass [9℄, with negligible interonnetion unertainty. This would shift the emphasisfrom mW to the understanding of the physis of hadroni ross-talk. A high-statistisrun, e.g. 50 fb�1 at 175 GeV, would give a omfortable signal for the low-momentumdepletion mentioned above, and also allow a set of other tests [10, 7℄. Above the Z0Z0threshold, the single-Z0 data will provide a unique Z0Z0 no-reonnetion referene.Thus, high-luminosity, LEP2-energy LC (Linear Collider) runs would be exellent toestablish a signal. To explore the harater of e�ets, however, a knowledge of the energydependene ould give further leverage. 1



Figure 1: Depletion of low-momentum partiles in some realisti (left) and toy(right) senarios [7℄.To get an insight into the various perturbatively-based aspets of interonnetionphysis, as a model one may onsider the QED seond-order ontribution to the inter-ferene non-fatorizable orretions (NFC) in Z0Z0 prodution with subsequent harged-lepton deays. Despite all the ideologial similarity between the interonnetion e�etsand the NFC, they are not the same, however, so one should be very areful with drawingany phenomenologial onlusions solely based on this model.Based on the analysis of [11℄, one would expet a very sharp derease of the NFC withinreasing energy, roughly like (1� �)8 , with � the veloity of eah Z in the CM frame.By ontrast, the nonperturbative QCD models we studied show an interonnetion ratedropping more like (1 � �) over the LC energy region (with the possibility of a steeperbehaviour in the truly asymptoti region), Fig. 2. If only the entral region of W massesis studied, also the mass shift dampens signi�antly with energy, Fig. 2. However, if alsothe wings of the mass distribution are inluded (a diÆult experimental proposition, butpossible in our toy studies), the average and width of the mass shift distribution do notdie out. Thus, with inreasing energy, the hadroni ross-talk ours in fewer events, butthe e�et in these few is more dramati.The depletion of partile prodution at low momenta, lose to threshold, turns intoan enhanement at higher energies [7℄. However, in the inlusive W+W� event sample,this and other signals appear too small for reliable detetion. One may instead turnto exlusive signals, suh as events with many partiles at low momenta, or at entralrapidities, or at large angles with respet to the event axis, Fig. 3. Unfortunately, evenafter suh a ut, utuations in no-reonnetion events as well as ordinary QCD four-jetevents (mainly q�qgg split in qg+ �qg hemispheres, thus with a olour ow between the two)give event rates that overwhelm the expeted signal. It ould still be possible to observean exess, but not to identify reonnetions on an event-by-event basis. The possibilityof some lever ombination of several signals still remains open, however.Sine the Z0 mass and properties are well-known, Z0Z0 events provide an exellent2



Figure 2: Energy dependene of the reonnetion probability and the average re-onstruted W mass shift in some senarios; see [2, 7℄ for de�nitions. The massesare derived from a lustering proedure to four jets, with jets paired to give bestagreement with the nominal W mass, and with mass shifts above 4 GeV ut out.Somewhat di�erent (and energy-dependent) seletion riteria are used here than in[2, 7℄, so the mass-shift urves are not expeted to extrapolate diretly to the earlierLEP2 numbers.hunting ground for interonnetion. Relative to W+W� events, the set of produtionFeynman graphs and the relative mixture of is di�erent, however, and this leads to non-negligible di�erenes in angular distributions, Fig. 4. Furthermore, the higher Z0 massmeans that a Z0 is slower than a W� at �xed energy, and the larger Z0 width also bringsthe deay verties loser. Taken together, at 500 GeV, the reonnetion rate in Z0Z0hadroni events is likely to be about twie as large as in W+W� events, while the rosssetion is lower by a fator of six. Thus Z0Z0 events are interesting in their own right,but omparisons with W+W� events will be nontrivial.It is worthwhile to mention that, in the QED model ase, the seond-order NFCin Z0Z0 prodution do not derease drastially after averaging over the angles of thedeay produts (ontrary to the known �rst-order ase). But here, as well, there is aertain di�erene between the W+W� and Z0Z0 results, stemming in partiular from thedi�erene in the vetor and axial ouplings.As noted above, the Bose{Einstein interplay between the hadroni deay systems of apair of heavy objets is at least as poorly understood as is olour reonnetion, and lesswell studied for higher energies. In some models [5℄, the theoretial mass shift inreaseswith energy, when the separation of the W deay verties is not inluded, Fig. 5. Withthis separation taken into aount, the theoretial shift levels out at around 200 MeV.How this maps onto experimental observables remains to be studied, but experiene fromLEP2 energies indiates that the mass shift is signi�antly redued, and may even swith3



Figure 3: Some potential reonnetion signals at 500 GeV, for one realisti reon-netion senario. Left frames: harged partile distribution, per event, in rapidity,momentum and angle relative to the linearized spheriity axis of the event. Rightframes: harged multipliity distribution for jyj < 0:5, jpj < 1 GeV and angles awayfrom eah of the four jet diretions more than the respetive same-side jet{jet open-ing angle. Only events that survive four-jet seletion riteria are shown, and in theright frames the urves are normalized in proportion to the respetive ross setion.4



Figure 4: The ratio of angular distributions in the Z0Z0 and W+W� events, atdi�erent multiples of the respetive gauge boson mass, and without any Breit-Wignerbroadening (in order to let low masses orrespond to bosons almost at relative rest).Left frame: between a quark from one boson and an antiquark from the other. Rightframe: between the quarks or the antiquarks.sign.The t�t system is di�erent from the W+W� and Z0Z0 ones in that the t and �t always areolour onneted. Thus, even when both tops deay semileptonially, t! bW+ ! b`+�`,the system ontains nontrivial interonnetion e�ets. For instane, the total hadronimultipliity, and espeially the multipliity at low momenta, depends on the opening anglebetween the b and �b jets: the smaller the angle, the lower the multipliity [12℄, Fig. 6. Onthe perturbative level, this an be understood as arising from a dominane of emissionfrom the b�b olour dipole at small gluon energies [13℄, on the nonperturbative one, as aonsequene of the string e�et [14℄.Unertainties in the modelling of these phenomena imply a systemati error on the topmass of the order of 30 MeV already in the semileptoni top deays. When hadroni Wdeays are inluded, the possibilities of interonnetion multiply. This kind of on�gura-tions have not yet been studied, but realistially we may expet unertainties in the rangearound 100 MeV. Note that at suh a level of preision, it is urrently not ompletelylear how to relate unambiguously the reonstruted top mass to a theoretially adequatequark mass de�nition.In summary, LEP2 may larify the Bose{Einstein situation and provide some hadroniross-talk hints. A high-luminosity LEP2-energy LC run would be the best way to es-tablish olour rearrangement, however. Both olour rearrangement and BE e�ets (may)remain signi�ant over the full LC energy range: while the fration of the (appreiably)a�eted events goes down with energy, the e�et per suh event omes up. If the objetive5
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10008006004002000Figure 5: The average shift of the W mass as a funtion of energy in one model,without or with redution of e�ets by the separation of the W+ and W� deayverties [5℄. Also shown is the average separation in fm between the two deayverties.

Figure 6: Charged multipliity in the region jpj < 1 GeV as a funtion of the anglebetween the b and �b jets, for mt = 174 GeV and Em = 360 GeV.is to do eletroweak preision tests, it appears feasible to redue the WW=ZZ \interon-netion noise" to harmless levels at high energies, by simple proper uts. It should alsobe possible, but not easy, to dig out a olour rearrangement signal at high energies, withsome suitably optimized uts that yet remain to be de�ned. The Z0Z0 events shoulddisplay about twie as large interonnetion e�ets as W+W� ones, but ross setions areredued even more. The availability of a single-Z0 alibration still makes Z0Z0 eventsof unique interest. Further handles for probing the hadroni ross-talk physis may beprovided by the W+W� studies with polarized eletrons and positrons and in photon-photon ollisions, where one ould bene�t from (an order of magnitude) higher produtionross setions. While detailed studies remain to be arried out, it appears that the diretreonstrution of the top mass ould be unertain by maybe 100 MeV. Finally, in all ofthe studies so far, it has turned out to be very diÆult to �nd a lean handle that would6
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